in 1909. The phenomenon is usually analyzed in terms of the electromagnetic theory of reflection of light at the boundary of a homogeneous medium, assuming a local connection between the electric field and the induced polarization in that medium. In this theoretical analysis, henceforth to be referred to as the conventional dispersion theory [2] , the electric field in the medium can be described by a complex refractive index. In 1954, experiments of Cojan [3] on the selective reflection from a glass-mercury vapor interface raised some doubts as to the validity of such an analysis when the sum of the natural line width AvN and the collisional line width Avc is smaller than the Doppler width AVD [4] . Cojan found evidence for spectral narrowing of selective reflection spectra relative to the Doppler width. Conventional dispersion theory [2] predicts a spectral width of the order of the Doppler width. Recently, spectral narrowing of selective reflection from a glass-sodium vapor interface was clearly demonstrated and measured as a function of the sodium density by Woerdman [5] . It was suggested [3, 5] that the narrowing may be ascribed to transient polarization behaviour of vapor atoms associated with wall collisions. Such a transient behaviour implies a nonlocal connection between the electric field and the induced polarization in the vapor and is therefore beyond the scope of the conventional dispersion theory.
It is the purpose of this paper to propose a theory for the selective reflection of light from a glass-vapor interface, accounting explicitly for the transient polarization effects associated with collisions of atoms at the interface. The optical electromagnetic field will be normally incident on the interface and nearly resonant with one of the resonance lines of the vapor. Cojan [3] already made a start to develop a theory of dispersion in which wall collisions are included. However, his theoretical work is limited to the case of specular wall collisions, i.e. collisions in which the induced polarization and the absolute velocity of an atom are conserved. In the temperature range where the spectral narrowing of the selective reflection occurs, wall collisions are most probably of the diffuse type, i.e. the induced polarization of an atom is lost upon a wall collision. Cojan [3] also assumed that the velocities of the vapor atoms are distributed Lorentzian instead of Maxwellian. In this paper integral representations are derived for the reflectivity of a glass-vapor interface both for diffuse and for specular wall collisions, and for a symmetric velocity distribution function of the vapor atoms. These representations are worked out in detail, partly analytically, partly numerically, for both a Lorentzian and a Maxwellian velocity distribution function. The theory is illustrated for the case of the sodium D2-resonance line and reference is made to recent experimental results [5, 6] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the theoretical model is outlined which describes the selective reflection from a glass-vapor ing of glass on one side of an interface and vapor on the other side. The interface is in the y-z plane and the positive x-axis is directed towards the interior of the vapor. In the vapor, the electric light field E(x) exp(-iwt) is taken in the y-direction and the magnetic field H(x) exp( -iwt) in the z-direction. The velocity component of a vapor atom in the x-direction is indicated by u and will be positive for atoms moving towards the interior of the vapor.
We restrict ourselves to small field intensities. Then the polarization p. induced by the electric field in a fixed two-level atom is in the y-direction and satisfies [2] where cvo = 2 nvo, vo is the transition frequency, y a damping constant, f the oscillator strength, e the electron charge, m its mass and x the position of the atom. As is well known [2] We shall now assume that the electric field in the vapor can be described by a complex index of refraction N(co), i.e. and discuss the difficulties that may arise from such an assumption. The complex quantity N(cv) can be written in the form n(w) + iX(w) with real n and x. The nonnegative quantity x is usually called the attenuation index. In terms of n and x the absorption length is given by labs = (2 nxk)-l [8] . According to (2.5) However, it will tum out that for T &#x3E; 1 and also in the far wings of the resonance line, the reflectivity can be calculated assuming an electric field of the form (2.15) and omitting the transient contribution to (2. 18) . In this case one finds from Maxwell's eq. (2.10) that N satisfies This is the well-known implicit equation for the complex refractive index as derived by Voigt [9] . To first order in the density we find which is the conventional expression for the complex refractive index, cf. Bom [2] . For [10] . From (2.21) it is seen that for r » 1, and also in the case |1 Li 1 &#x3E; 1, the attenuation index x indeed has such a small value that condition (2.19) is only satisfied for extremely large atomic velocities. The quantity K will be called the optical density of the vapor. It is a measure for the number of moving atoms which by interference build up the coherent electric field in the vapor. We will assume throughout this paper K « 1. Then we have n = 1 + 0(K) and although the number of atoms in a cubic wavelength may still be large, the negligence of the Lorentz-Lorenz correction [11] in the previous considerations is justified. To The quantity e is a positive infinitely small real number which acts as a convergence factor. The right hand side of (3.1) is proportional to the optical density K and will be treated as the perturbation. The (4. 20) . As the spectral width of the logarithmic contribution is of the order of r, the range of validity of (3.25) with n = 1 is determined by the condition K « r, which is precisely the basic assumption of the perturbation theory as developed in the previous section. (4.22) that This result has been derived previously by Cojan [3] . For the Maxwellian velocity distribution function VM(u) the calculation of the asymptotic behaviour of E2(X) as X ~oo is much more involved. Using the saddle point method [14] Further evaluation of this expression runs similar to the evaluation of (4. 14). In the limit e ~0 , the final result is given by which reproduces the perturbation theory result of section 3 four 1 = 0.
Next, the surface admittance will be further evaluated from (5. To first order in the optical density, where pi is given by (4.11) . Therefore the first term on the right hand side of (5.11) (± 3 %) [15] and a natural line width of 10 MHz [8, 15] . Watanabe [16] has calculated the collisional broadening Avc for the Dj-and D2-lines of sodium, using absorption coefficient data obtained in the far wings of the lines and vapor pressure data as measured by Thiele [17] . He found for the D2-line that where p is given in cm-3 [18] . Using more recent vapor pressure data [19] figure 2 is obtained for the sodium density as a function of the condensed sodium temperature. From a re-examination of the data in figure 3 [21] . The [5] . In these experiments the reflection cell is made of gehlenite glass which has a refractive index of 1.627 7 at 300 K. This value will be used for ngl. The ratio of the line strengths is indicated.
In figures 4 and 5 the reflectivity calculated using (6.1)-(6.4) and (3.23 ) is plotted as a function of Av = v -v(3 2S 1/2, F = 2 --&#x3E; 3 2P3/2) for the condensed sodium temperatures 610 K and 659 K. In the spectra calculated from the conventional dispersion theory, denoted by NC, the hyperfine splitting of the 3 2S1/2 ground state shows up only as a small kink near the center of the spectra. Using the theory given in this paper, including either diffuse wall collisions (DC) or specular wall collisions (SC), a separation into two peaks occurs. The spectra calculated using a Maxwellian or a Lorentzian velocity distribution differ mainly in amplitude (see also section 3). For low enough densities the low frequency peak will be the highest in amplitude according to (6.4) . This is the case in the 610 K spectrum, but not in the 659 K spectrum. For [6] have continued the experimental work on selective reflection from sodium vapor with special emphasis on a quantitative determination of the spectra. A preliminary result of their work is that the amplitudes of the spectra are found to be larger by a factor of about two than those given in figure 2 
